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Mars Express

The Mars Express
programme is the first

ESA scientific mission for
which management of the

payload interface has been
entrusted to Industry. It is the first of

the so-called ‘flexi-missions’. With all flight
payloads now delivered and integrated with the

spacecraft, it can safely be said that this new approach has
benefited ESA, the science partners (the Principal
investigators) and the spacecraft prime contractor (Astrium
SAS). It will therefore be repeated for (at least) the
forthcoming Venus Express programme

www.esa.int

The decreasing frequency of scientific-satellite
launches, together with the need to maintain a
balance in the future missions between the

different scientific communities, has led the ESA
Scientific Programmes Directorate to revise its Long-
Term Programme. One of the new elements in that
revised programme, known as ‘Cosmic Vision’, are so-
called ‘flexi- (or ‘F’) missions’, which are designed to
cost half as much as the previous ‘medium-sized (or ‘M’)
missions’. This revised plan will allow ESA to launch
missions more often than the shrinking Science budget
would have otherwise allowed. Mars Express was
selected as the first ‘flexi-mission’.

In parallel with this programmatic re-direction, a new
management approach has been introduced for this type
of mission, with an ESA team half the size of those for
the traditional missions. As a consequence, key tasks
such as the management of the interface with the
scientific instrument teams, of the technical interface to
the launch authorities, and of the test-facility
procurement has been delegated to the Mars Express
prime contractor. 

Selecting Payload and Prime Contractor
After the Mars Express mission’s initial approval by the
Agency’s Science Programme Committee (SPC) in June
1997, an intensive phase of preparatory work for the
Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for the scientific
investigations and for the industrial study activities was
undertaken at ESA, during which the feasibility of the
project also had to be ascertained.

The industrial ‘study phase’ effectively began in
October 1997 with a competitive study contract. The AO
for the scientific instruments was issued in December,
with replies due at the end of February 1998. The
Invitation to Tender (ITT) contained only the top-level
requirements and it was intentionally left to industry to
elaborate the detailed mission design.
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scheme with respect to all instrument
matters for Mars Express:
– The Principal Investigators, together

with ESA, remain responsible for the
scientific performances of the instruments
and related in-flight operations.

– The spacecraft contractor is responsible
for instrument technical-interface manage-
ment, provision of an acceptable payload
environment, progress monitoring for the
timely delivery of the instrument models,
and administration of any changes or non-
conformances. 

To institute this new approach, formal
partnership agreements between the
Principal Investigators and Astrium,
precisely defining the way of collaboration
between the PIs and the prime contractor,
were established and signed. In particular,
as part of these agreements the PIs were to
support the industrial team in drafting 
the various interface control documents. 
In addition, for programme-monitoring
purposes, a  regular cycle of progress
meetings and formal instrument reviews
was implemented, together with active
participation of the science teams in the
instrument verification process at
spacecraft level. This ensured a phased and
consistent approach in the overall Mars
Express spacecraft preparation activities. 

Industry
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The industrial study phase was divided
into two parts. During the first six weeks,
the contractors had to develop a conceptual
design for the spacecraft based on the
model payload as recommended by the
SPC. Their designs were then further
refined during the second, four-month
period. The scientific community’s
responses to the AO were received at the
start of that second phase. A formal
science-payload-proposal review cycle
was then initiated, in which the industrial
competitors were fully involved where
appropriate. A procedure for information
and data exchange was applied whereby
interactions between the payload selection
committee, the competing industrial
contractors and the scientific community
were facilitated without breaching the
confidentiality requirement.

To minimise the time and resources
required to freeze the payload config-
uration, the PI teams had to be kept fully
informed about the capabilities and
limitations of the spacecraft platform
selected. Close liaison between the project
personnel and the PI institutes was
essential to achieve this early in the
project. 

There were three iteration loops during
which the Peer Review Committee
identified either specific questions to
industry or preferred sets of payload
elements. In parallel, industry assessed the
feasibility of these preferred sets against
their spacecraft concept. For a better
understanding of the instruments, industry
could also raise questions, via ESA, to the
respective instrument teams. The
instrument teams’ answers were also

channelled through ESA. More than 700
questions were satisfactorily processed
during this phase. Only after the
confirmation by ESA’s Solar System
Working Group of the recommended
payload composition did ESA allow
industry to enter into direct contact with
the instrument teams.

The competitive study phase was
completed by May 1998. The formal ITT
for industry proposals was issued by ESA
in June, and the responses were received
and evaluated in the autumn. Astrium was
subsequently chosen as the prime
contractor, and the spacecraft development
programme began in early February 1999.

The Partnership Agreements
Initiated during the proposal work, and
effective from the time of their selection as
prime contractor, Astrium (formerly
MMS) have applied a novel working

Acronym Measurement Type Principal Investigator

ASPERA Energetic Neutral Atom Analyser R. Lundin, Sweden
BEAGLE-2 Mars Lander C. Pillinger, UK
HRSC High-Resolution Stereo Camera G. Neukum, Germany
MaRS Mars Radio-Science Experiment M. Pätzold, Germany
MARSIS Sub-surface Sounding Radar Altimete G. Picardi, Italy
OMEGA Visible and Infrared Mineralogical Mapping J.P. Bibring, France

Spectrometer
PFS Planetary Fourier Spectrometer V. Formisano, Italy
SPICAM Ultraviolet and Infrared Atmospheric J.L. Bertaux, France

Spectrometer

Mars Express payload elements and their Principal Investigators (PIs)

ESA

Astrium SASPI’s

Experiment
Interface Document

Science Performance
and Operations

Spacecraft Design
and Operations

Experiment Interfaces
and Procurement
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Mars Express

Meetings and Reviews
Programme phases and reviews
Starting with the payload and spacecraft
contractor selections, the overall Mars
Express spacecraft procurement period
(Phases-B/C/D), initiated in early February
1999, was split into the three classical
phases:
– The Preliminary Definition Phase

(Phase-B), lasting from project kick-off
until the spacecraft Preliminary Design
Review (PDR) at the end of 1999: this
phase was intended to freeze the system
requirements, finalise the spacecraft’s
design (including the lower level elements),
and select the spacecraft unit suppliers.

– The Detailed Design and Validation
Phase, lasting from the PDR until the
spacecraft Critical Design Review (CDR)
at the end of 2001: this detailed design
phase – again down to unit level – was
conducted to authorise the development
and major validation steps for the
spacecraft items.

– The spacecraft flight-model integration
and qualification from the CDR until the
Qualification Review (QR) at the end of
2002: this phase will last until spacecraft
qualification.

The Experiment Interface Documents
A set of Mars Express Payload Interface
Documents (or PIDs), co-written by ESA
and Astrium, define the project-
requirement links between ESA, Astrium
and the PIs. PID-A is intended to ensure
that:
– The payloads are designed, built and

verified within the scope defined by the
ESA mission and science objectives, as
constrained by the capabilities of the
spacecraft, the launch vehicle and the
ground segment.

– The spacecraft contractor is able to design,
build and verify the satellite in such a
way that the science payload is properly
integrated into the system.

– The spacecraft can be successfully
launched and operated to achieve the
complete set of ESA mission and science
objectives.

– The overall programme management
follows clear, efficient and approved rules.

As mandatory complements, the PID-
B’s, issued by the various PIs, have
recorded the technical and programmatic
status of each payload with respect to the
Mars Express PID-A requirements.

These three development phases will be
followed by the launch preparations and
launch campaign (Phase-E/F), leading up
to the launch itself in early June 2003.

The Mars Express payload-development
process has followed the same logic and
review philosophy, but performed in
advance of the spacecraft-level cycle. This
has allowed all interface aspects of each
instrument programme to be reviewed by
ESA and Astrium, prior to the general
system assessments, usually at the PI’s
premises. The objective was to ensure that
all instruments: 
– meet the anticipated science objectives

accepted at selection (ESA the only
reviewer)

– comply with the interface requirements
of the PID

– provide a consistent development and
verification approach in meeting the
schedule delivery-date requirements.

The formal Review Board was made up
of both ESA and Astrium personnel, and
was co-chaired by the spacecraft
contractor’s representative and the ESA
Project Scientist.
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Instrument progress meetings
Regular – typically monthly – progress
meetings were held at the PIs’ premises
during the instrument early design,
development and verification programme.
Involving ESA, Astrium and the payload
teams, they were intended to ensure that
the technical-design (particularly spacecraft
interfaces) and instrument-programmatics
aspects were progressing according to plan
at the various institutes.

Model philosophy  and deliverable hardware 
For each payload, two intermediate
instrument models have been developed –
structural dummies for spacecraft

mechanical qualification and an
engineering model (or at least an electrical
simulator) for anticipated system electrical
and functional bench validation – to allow
exhaustive system-level validation. These
models are in addition to a flight model
and have been fully acceptance tested
before further integration and testing on
the flight spacecraft.

The science teams were given the
flexibility to define their own development
approach and associated model
philosophy. In some cases, this led to their
developing a specific qualification model,
either complete or partial.

Conclusion
This new ESA scheme for developing
payloads under direct prime contractor
control, based on a full and explicit
partnership agreement, has proved to be
both viable and highly successful for Mars
Express. With this new approach, ESA and
Astrium have paved the way for closer
contacts between science institutes and
industry. Other science-driven programmes
in ESA could follow the same route, and
the Mars Express experience should help
in fostering and developing new
relationships.

The ESA Science Directorate’s new
‘Cosmic Vision’ programme will
endeavour to build on the Mars Express
experience in conducting the Agency’s
future missions in astronomy, fundamental
physics and solar-system science.      r

MARS EXPRESS Development Phase

Description
J F M A M J J A S O N D

1999

J F M A M J J A S O N D

2000

J F M A M J J A S O N D

2001

J F M A M J J A S O N D

2002

J F M A M J J

2003

Phase B

Phase C/D

Phase E

Phase F
LaunchFM Spacecraft delivery

Built-in
Contingency

Launch
Campaign

CD StartKick-Off / PSRR

MARS EXPRESS Reviews SRR / PSDR SDR CDR QTR / FAR

Instruments Reviews IRR IPDR ICDR IQAR

Instruments Development

Instrument Design & E(Q)M MAIT

Instrument FM MAIT
Last Instruments FM

Last Instruments E(Q)M DeliveryFirst E(Q)M Delivery

Electrical & Functional Validation

AIT/GSE Preparation

AIV

Bus Equipment Structure

Structure Design Definition

PFM Manufacturing

Propulsion

Propulsion Design & Definition

jig Design & Manufacturing

Propulsion Manufacturing & AIT

Equipment

Equipment Manufacturing
Last FM’sFirst EM’s / FM’s

Software

DMS Software Deliveries DMS V1.1 DMS V2

AOCS V1.2 AOCS V2AOCS Software Deliveries

Spacecraft

Spacecraft AIT

The Master Development Schedule for Mars Express

The Mars Express
electrical, functional
and validation test
bench
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